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A letter from the Editor

Well what a year it has been (see the other 
editions to fill in on what you have 
missed). This is always a good thing 

because it gives me something to talk about 
which in turn keeps me in a job (just 

joking, I don’t get paid). The end of a school 
year is always strange, especially in your 
last year and then all of a sudden its over. 
This somewhat surreal feeling is felt by the 
rest of the house as well, because none of 

them can remember not having the 
departing year in the house. 

Hopefully this edition will be informative 
about our term, and in advance I would 

like to apologise about any poorly 
contrived attempts at humour, I do my best 

with what I am given.

Enjoy this edition, the Ninth, which marks 
the end of this publications 3rd year. We 

hope that the Waffler can continue to run 
and run…



Sprot! 
(Typo, but it amused me)

Thanks to the favourable weather generally, this 
term permits a great deal of sport. Ben Poole-Phillips 

played for the Welsh Exiles against Sweden (that 
rugby giant), Rob Hardwick has been playing for 

Tigers in a recent Academy Tournament. In cricket,
Tris Astley-Jones scored 126 not out against 

Wyggeston and played the whole season for the XI. Ed 
and Harry Kendell have received their sailing 

instructor’s qualification, and Ed also won the epée 
competition. Lucas Marshall and Harry Higgins 

contributed towards the school team’s triumph in the 
BSDRA Eastern team racing championship (sailing). 

Freddie Whitelaw played for the VI Tennis and 
Griffin Shelton managed to worm his way into the VI 
as well, but only because all of the best players were 

absent from school by that stage in the term. 

Higgins and 
Lucas with the 
winning team –
spot Lucas’ 
brother in the 
photo!



Sport’s Day
We did not have a brilliant day, to say the least. I 
don’t think any of us found out the final score, but 

you can be certain that we either came last or second 
last. The more notable performances went as follows :  

Alex Parker – 37.04 for javelin
Lau – hurdles – 1st place in 17.5s
Poole Philips – 12.4 for shot – 1st
Poole Philips – discus – 32.65 – 1st

Callum McGuinness– 2000m steeplechase – 7m.56s –
3rd

Kumra – 400m – 74.3 secs
Ed Hawksworth – 3m 97cm for long jump – the 
winner jumped over 6 metres

Photo – Callum taking on the high jump  -we are not 
sure which way he is jumping!



Sport’s Day

F blocker Justin Taylaur at full tilt in the 300 

m dash!



Joe Mackintosh soars over the high jump bar with 
grace, despite wearing the non-issue leather loafers 

which made his run-up quite difficult.

Sport’s Day



Photo - Our housemaster with Tom 

Hardwick, who had played for 

England U12s against Ireland at 

Parc y Scarletts, S Wales in the Easter 

holidays.



Academics!
Imran Hoosenally gave a scholarly seminar to a group 
of, that’s right, scholars. Congratulations to him for an 
insightful paper! The physics trip to Orlando theme 
par…I meant NASA was very laidbac…wait I meant 

rigorously academic…(phew dodged that one without 
seeming like Diane Abbott) and the Whitelaw presence 
included - Berhan Amanuel, Haru ‘Nagato’-Apthorp, 
Nuri Sadeek and Sadi A (to distinguish him from the 
other Sadi in the house). Pictured below is Berhan’s

enormous Afro which unfortunately was killed before 
he was allowed to leave for the trip. The question here 

is whether this is Berhan or Jimi Hendrix.



Speech day Prize winners

Astley Jones Tris W XX Head Master Ron Reeve Johnson Prize 

Fuxman Michael W XX Music Marcus Beresford prize for Composition  

Fuxman Michael W XX Modern Languages XX German Prize 

Ireland-Life Tom W XX Geography XX Geography Prize 

Kendell Harry W XX Science XX Physics Prize 

Kesterton Harry W XX Philosophy and Theology Grayling Philsophy Prize 

Ng  Julian W XX Design and Technology XX Design and Technology Prize 

Shelton Griffin W XX Philosophy and Theology XX Philosophy Prize 

Hawksworth William W LXX Geography LXX Geography Prize 

Hilleary Hector W LXX Photography LXX Photography Prize 

Hudson Charlie W LXX Classics LXX Classical Civilisation Prize 

Parker Edward W LXX History LXX History Prize 

Parker Edward W LXX Science LXX Biology Prize 

Tsui Paul W D Drama D Block Drama Prize 

Whitelaw Freddie W D Senior Common Room Rob Scanlon Prize 

Marshall Lucas W F Design and Technology F Block Design and Technology Prize 

Shelton Griffin W XX Sport Rugbeian Society award for endeavour in sport 

 

Congratulations to Michael 

Fuchsmann for publishing his 

first book, ‘Stalin’s Music’ which 

is about the artistic methods of 

control employed by the Soviets.



House challenge vs Staff!
In short, we lost by about 800 points. But that is 

beside the point, I think it was cruel of the 
teachers to act in a manner which plainly 
derived from a need to draw attention to 
themselves and to validate themselves by 

crushing the dreams of an unbeaten house. 
However, congratulations are in order, and now 
at least Mr. Dhanda will know which element 
has the shortest name. Apologies to Imran who 

guessed an answer correctly, but whose voice was 
over-run by upper-school hubris.



For well-being week, each house was given a 
collection of beauty creams and the like, which was 

wasted on us, apart from T Hardwick. 
Assist. Matron Leanne Stacey held an origami 
competition to see who would win the prizes..

General

Winners –
Jee (bought 
from ebay)

Haru

Most promising 
award – Pat 
Grady



Design Centre Exhibition

We do have a number of fine artists and 
designers within Whitelaw – here are some 

photos of their work, and I wonder if you can 
guess who they belong too… 



Art work by Nick Lau, 
Hector Hilleary, Julian 
Ng and Buruk Amanuel



Sixth Training!
After 4 years together, the Housemaster finally decided 
that a bit of team-building was in order for the LXX. 

We know that the only way to a man’s heart is through 
food, so a competition was in order





The boys were charged in making enchiladas, 

followed by a decorated sponge cake. We learnt 

that Dom is the Paul Hollywood of the House, 

Kartik cannot cut up vegetables properly, and that 

Nuri puts hot spice on everything he eats – even 

cake!



CCF

The NCO’s, all from Whitelaw, at the annual 
inspection which was led by Sergeant-Major 

Shelton (one in from the right). Unfortunately, 
you can only see three of us, the other three are 

just disembodied limbs and floating heads… 

Left to right – Callum, Haru, E.Ken, H.Ken, 
Shelton (and G)



A letter to the house

I wanted to say how very much we appreciated 
being shown round the School and Whitelaw 

yesterday by current members of the house.  The 
occasion was for the Boomer Lunch for those who 
left over 50 years ago. We were fortunate to have 

four guides, though I can only remember the 
names of two - Brook and Will. They were all 

exceptionally friendly and courteous and 
generous with their time, and we should like to 

thank them all through yourself.

Although the basic pattern of the buildings was 
very familiar from our time at Rugby, the whole 
estate looked so much better cared for; and all 

the developments, in the school and in 
Whitelaw, appeared to be great improvements.

For amusement I attach some old photos from 
around 1960. We were taught in Old Big School 
as shown. The house-match shows Whitelaw in 
colours, and the Whitelaw study in the group 

photo can be identified by the view through the 
window.

With best regards

Peter Williams (W: 58³-63¹)





To summarise…
Exams have dominated our thoughts and 

prayers, since the boys have spent most of their 

time in the dining room revising, and with 

the recent heatwave Tom I-L and Hardwick 

have been wearing less and less clothes ,which 

has put us off our stroke. There has been 

athletic adversity, a cricket convention and a 

tennis travesty (Shelton was playing). 

Academics have been strong and we wish all 

those waiting for their results good luck. Find 

below some of the D-block walking to chapel 

hoping for divine intervention, from the left, 

Akachi, Husnain, Spruce Sr. and Paul Tsui.



As you well know, there are a number of 

talented performers within Whitelaw, and the 

boys did get into the spirit of the Festival by 

getting involved in a number of plays, 

musical performances and  workshops.



Great balance 
Yaade!

Buruk and Will 
getting a History 
lesson!



Whitelaw Boys watching the Whitelaw Boys 

do the History Boys!



The Whitelaw jury in Angry 

and Colonel Marshall.



In short, we were proud to present:-

Close Up Editors – Max, Eric, Dylan, Higgins 
and Valentin

Rugby Fm commentators - Xav and Jethro 

Sadi  performed with the National Youth Jazz 
orchestra 

School productions included –

Will Hawks, Hector, Buruk and Yaade featured 
in History Boys

Lucas was the colonel in Black Comedy

Will Spruce, Max and Sadi  performed in Angry

and Yaade also played a vicar in One Singular 
Sensation which will be taken to the Edinburgh 
Fringe this coming August.



Vale!
This edition marks the end of an era presided over by one 

of the largest XX in recent years. These include: (left to 
right) Julian ‘the King’ Ng, Jeehoon ‘Eggman’ Chang, Ed 

‘Drill-voice’ Kendell, Callum ‘McCavity’ McGuinness, Harry 
‘Rif-RAF’ Kendell, Haru ‘Nagato’-Apthorp, Berhan ‘The 

Enforcer’ Amanuel, Freddie ‘Don’t take my yoghurt’ 
Houlker, Tris Astley ‘love you’ Jones, Harry ‘Kessy’  

Kesterton, Taymour Drachko-Yermolenko (or nice but Tim), 
and Ed ‘Hawkie’ Hawksworth.

Front: Griffin ‘The Nandos’ Shelton (HoH), Michael ‘Elvis’ 
Fuchsmann, Tomos ‘No-Life’ Ireland-Life (DHoH) and Tom 

‘Malli’s a great 10’ Hardwick.



Thanks to…

Editor – Griffin Shelton (Team for 3yrs, from the inception, 

this is his final year at the Waffler)

Written Articles – Griffin Shelton (he apologises for the bad 

sense of  humur) ha-ha get it spelling mistake…no? maybe its 

time to retire.

Photos: Hector Hilleary, Julian Ng and Mr Evans

All events described in this publication are not based on true 

events. All similarities to people, places and events are entirely 

coincidental and should be treated as such.

Final word: Congratulations to Mr Teeton on his B.A. in 

Economics.


